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Sensor Data Fusion for Body State Estimation in a
Hexapod Robot With Dynamical Gaits
Pei-Chun Lin, Member, IEEE, Haldun Komsuoḡlu, Member, IEEE, and Daniel E. Koditschek, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—We report on a hybrid 12-dimensional full body state
estimator for a hexapod robot executing a jogging gait in steady
state on level terrain with regularly alternating ground contact and
aerial phases of motion. We use a repeating sequence of continuous time dynamical models that are switched in and out of an extended Kalman filter to fuse measurements from a novel leg pose
sensor and inertial sensors. Our inertial measurement unit supplements the traditionally paired three-axis rate gyro and three-axis
accelerometer with a set of three additional three-axis accelerometer suites, thereby providing additional angular acceleration measurement, avoiding the need for localization of the accelerometer at
the center of mass on the robot’s body, and simplifying installation
and calibration. We implement this estimation procedure offline,
using data extracted from numerous repeated runs of the hexapod
robot RHex (bearing the appropriate sensor suite) and evaluate its
performance with reference to a visual ground-truth measurement
system, comparing as well the relative performance of different fusion approaches implemented via different model sequences.
Index Terms—Extended Kalman filter (EKF), hybrid estimation
model, inertial measurement unit (IMU), legged robot, leg pose
sensor (LPS), sensor fusion.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE hexapod RHex [1] exhibits unprecedented mobility for
a legged autonomous robot [2]. Using an open loop feedforward control strategy, the machine runs at speeds exceeding
five body lengths per second on even terrain [3], and negotiates badly broken and unstable surfaces, as well as stairs [4],
[5]. Initial empirical studies of controllers relying on cheap and
inaccurate sensory feedback cues have resulted in significantly
improved performance (inclinometers on slopes [6]; leg touchdown cues over broken terrain [7]) and entirely new behaviors
(body-pitch-sensitive accelerometers for flips [8] and bipedal
gaits [9]; leg touchdown cues for pronking gaits [10]). Theoretical considerations and simulation evidence [11] suggest that
the availability of accurate, full body state estimates, as well as
force interactions with the surrounding environment throughout
the stance and aerial phases of locomotion, should confer considerably greater agility still.
However, building a sensor suite that can deliver full body
state information—six configuration coordinates together with
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Fig. 1. RHex with 4-bar compliant legs equipped with strain-based leg configuration sensors (LPS) stands on the meadow.

their six time derivatives—at data rates relevant to motor control ( 1 kHz) remains a challenging problem in legged robotics
because of the limitation of onboard instrumentation combined
with extreme variations in operating regime. The traditional inertial measurement unit (IMU) for rigid bodies in flight typically
lies out of the range of robotics applications because of its cost
and excessive volume. Appropriately low-cost and small IMU
packages typically suffer severe drift and saturation/sensitivity
problems. Moreover, while ballistic flight models are quite accurate, legged machines by definition spend a large fraction of
their locomotion duty cycle in ground contact. Therefore, the
determination of an appropriate model is greatly complicated by
the uncertainty in ground conditions (local terrain shape, slipperiness, and damping and compliance properties) and leg contact conditions (which legs are in stance).
Recently, we introduced a novel leg-strain-based full body
pose estimator [hereafter referred to as the leg pose sensor
(LPS)] for a hexapod robot in tripod stance1 [12] with practical
implementation on RHex, pictured in Fig. 1. In that paper,
we demonstrated that a memoryless transformation built from
(data-driven phenomenological) models relating leg strain to
configuration, coupled with a conventional kinematic model
of leg configuration to body pose, can accurately estimate
body position and orientation when the robot’s three noncollinear legs are fixed on the ground (i.e., in each tripod
stance). In walking gaits with no aerial phase, a complete
6-degree-of-freedom (DOF) body pose in continuous time can
easily be extended from the above tripod-stance body pose,
in principle, from a purely kinematic model without velocity
state estimation [12]. In contrast, an alternating tripod runner
1This term denotes the mode of leg contact wherein the three toes of the front
and rear ipsilateral legs and the middle contralateral leg of a tripod are all in
contact with the ground.
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experiencing significant aerial phases (with the concomitant
touchdown/liftoff transients)2 would seem to require full body
state estimation, both velocity and configuration information.
In order to build the required estimators, of course, the sensor
suite must incorporate enough information to allow the reconstruction of full state from the record of past measurement filled
in by some dynamical model.
During stance, complete 12-DOF continuous-time body state
estimates can be computed from the LPS by means of direct
measurement and recourse to online differentiation. Absent
any other available sensors, these stance state estimates may
be carried through the transient and flight phases only by the
adoption of some dynamical prediction model. Although the
LPS delivers accurate high-bandwidth body pose estimates
during stance (potentially marred by drift effects resulting from
toe slippage [12]), overall performance throughout a complete
stride is limited by inaccuracies in the transient phase models
and the deleterious effects of online differentiation [14]. In
contrast, an IMU continuously delivers derivative (typically
translational/linear acceleration and rotational/angular velocity)
information over all phases of a stride. Saturation and drift
effects in the physical sensor, however, can dramatically reduce
the accuracy of the resulting integrated position estimates. The
complementary strengths and weaknesses of the LPS and IMU
promise a better body state estimate than either, alone, could
achieve. In this paper, we demonstrate that that promise can be
achieved.
The traditional IMU (TIMU), comprised of three accelerometers (for linear acceleration) and three gyros (for angular
velocity), can readily provide full 12-DOF body state estimates when it is precisely located, carefully calibrated, and
its output filtered appropriately. Unlike the translational state
components, whose estimates require double integration of
the accelerometer data, the rotational component estimates,
requiring only a single integration step, might be imagined to
incur smaller errors. However, these available sensory sources
do not well subserve estimation models that take second-order
dynamics into account. In the absence of angular acceleration
measurements, the literature reveals a strong predilection for
first-order dynamics [15] (usually assuming constant velocity),
in preference to the direct differentiation that would be otherwise required without very accurate (and formally observable)
dynamical models. Moreover, the general attitude toward contemporary low-cost microelectromechanical system (MEMS)
gyros suggests that their inferior drift and saturation properties
relative to MEMS accelerometers may vitiate any advantage at
the signal processing stage. The considerable effort required
to calibrate gyros3 detracts further from their inclusion in an
IMU. These facts all suggest the utility of angular acceleration
2Note that hexapedal running gaits need not entail an aerial phase to be “dynamical” in the sense of requiring careful management of kinetic energy to insure balance and steady progress [13]. However, RHex develops its greatest energy efficiency and highest speeds in gaits with long aerial phases; hence, in
this paper, we focus our empirical tests on a “jogging” gait with an aerial phase
exceeding 25% of the complete stride. By “touchdown” and “liftoff” transients,
we refer to intermediate configurations where some number of legs fewer than
three are in ground contact.
3Acquiring for these low-cost MEMS devices the necessary gyro calibration
data (the map from raw sensor output to angular rate with temperature compensation) generally provided by high-end commercial gyros requires a variable-speed-controlled turntable with temperature adjustment capability.
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data and angular velocity data, if possible, from MEMS accelerometers for fusion. These considerations motivated King’s
[16] introduction of a novel nine-axis accelerometer suite,
designed to measure angular acceleration and possibly angular
velocity with no need for accompanying gyros. Unfortunately,
this scheme requires that the accelerometer suite be very accurately installed in a specific spatial configuration. The falling
cost and volume of MEMS-based accelerometers, together
with the possibility of eliminating entirely such (theoretically
innocent, but pragmatically onerous) installation requirements
[16] motivates our introduction of a new 12-axis accelerometer suite—an advanced IMU (AIMU) capable of delivering
linear/angular acceleration and angular velocity. We will show
in Section III-B and Appendix I that the 12-axis accelerometer
suite is theoretically capable of estimating all three aspects
of body state with no recourse to gyros, but is impractical in
our setting as a result of numerical ill-conditioning dependent
upon the small baseline RHex’s body affords. Therefore, along
with the traditional 3-axis rate gyro, this 12-axis accelerometer
comprises the AIMU that we join in this paper to our previous
LPS.
Developing an effective approach to modeling a legged robot
whose running gait is to be stabilized by state feedback estimates raises the prospect of entering upon a circular path with
no clear starting point. For an -legged machine, there are
possible formal Lagrangian models: touchdown-stick, touchdown-slip, and liftoff on each leg. These models include kinematic and dynamic properties of the legs whose small relative
mass lends them at best negligible influence upon the body,
apart from the actuators’ effects. Hence, the adoption of an appropriately abstracted (12-dimensional or lower) family of approximate models has strong appeal. Moreover, the approach to
gait stabilization that we favor provides growing theoretical [11]
and empirical [8] justification for the validity of these lower-dimensional “template” control models. These abstracted models
apply to the steady-state conditions that emerge from well-regulated gaits. On the one hand, tractable feedback controllers that
restore these gaits rely upon accurate estimates; on the other
hand, tractable filters based upon familiar dynamical models can
be expected to yield accurate estimates only within well-controlled gaits. For the purposes of intelligent sensor development, we rely upon open-loop stabilizing gaits developed by
offline tuning experiments [3] to bring the robot to a reliable
steady-state condition, wherein familiar, tractable models can
be readily implemented. Having established and verified the efficacy of these procedures for extracting reliable state estimates
from the available sensor suite, future research will address the
need for and possibility of introducing more accurate physical
models, as well as switching them in and out as the leg contact
conditions change during transients.
The idea of sensor fusion has spread widely within the
mobile robotics community, largely for application to wheeled
vehicles, addressing algorithm development [17], controller
design [18], and some practical implementation. This literature
includes navigation systems equipped with IMU alone using
Kalman filtering [15], IMU/GPS fusion, sensor fault detection
[19], model selection [20], and IMU/vision fusion [21]. However, for legged robots, we have found only a very few accounts
of sensor fusion, addressing such problems as sonar-based
localization [22] and multilayered-decision algorithms [23].
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Fig. 2. Conceptual diagram of four consecutive intervals during the ith jogging stride S (i), with data plotted in the top figure illustrating the relation between
leg positions (0 = vertically downward; 180 = vertically upward) and four phases (intervals) collected from physical RHex experimental data. Thick line
without / .: aerial phase ( A ); thick line with / .: left tripod stance phase ( L ) or right tripod stance phase ( R ); thin line between aerial and tripod
stance phases: liftoff/touchdown transient phases ( ).
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Nowhere in the databases we have searched4 have we come
across any paper related to full body state estimation in legged
robots by sensor data fusion of IMU with other sensory modalities. Of course, on some level, using a LPS to recalibrate the
IMU error is similar to the traditional use of vision/GPS to
eliminate drift in the standard mobile robot fusion problem;
however, there are important differences between these two
“drift-reset” mechanisms. First, for states associated with
body localization—center of mass (COM) displacement in
the fore/aft and lateral directions together with yaw—the LPS
operates at sampling rates as high as those of the IMU, but
incurs the threat of drift due to toe slippage [12]. It is best suited
for intermediate-range localization (over several strides), as
distinct from the long-range localization afforded by relatively
infrequent camera/GPS measurements. Second, for states associated with the machine’s dynamical stability—pitch, roll, and
vertical COM displacement (properties of concern for agile
legged robots, but typically not addressed at all in the wheeled
robot literature)—the leg sensor provides valuable nondrifting,
high-update-rate measurements that are new to the literature (in
particular, distinct in their role from those of either differential
GPS or vision systems). In summary, we find no prior statement
nor solution of the problem posed by this paper: the fusion of
leg pose and IMU sensor data for a legged robot with dynamical
gaits.
Section II introduces notation and illustrates the nature of
the open-loop stabilizing (“jogging”) gait [3] we will study.
4We have searched the Compendex and IEEExplore databases using the key
words “legged robot,” “state estimation,” and “sensor fusion.”
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Section III describes the details of the sensory suite and the acquisition of partial state (body pose from LPS; linear/angular
acceleration and angular velocity from AIMU) from raw sensor
data. Section IV describes the various dynamical models in each
phase of a stride, from which we construct our statistical filters for full body state, along with the details of how to fuse
the two independent sensing sources (LPS and IMU). Section V
examines the accuracy of the resulting body state estimator implemented offline, on data extracted from numerous runs of the
robot RHex pictured in Fig. 1 (bearing the sensor suite described
Section III). A brief conclusion follows in Section VI.
II. DYNAMICAL LOCOMOTION (JOGGING GAIT)
We defer the fundamental problem of estimator model selection and switching discussed above by recourse to a succession of intuitively appropriate dynamical representations of
the “virtual biped” that emerges from well-tuned jogging controllers [3]. We introduce three distinct models in four successively repeating phases—tripod stance phase, liftoff transient
phase, aerial phase, and touchdown transient phase—as follows.
Consider the typical sequence of leg contact conditions, depicted in the lower half of Fig. 2, that occurs during steady-state
operation in stable dynamical locomotion. During the th stride
, a tripod stance interval
interval
is succeeded by a period of time when
, followed by an
the legs begin to liftoff
, then touching
interval of aerial flight
down through another period of varied leg contacts
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to the fixed tripod stance interval
of the
. We consider the liftoff and touchdown
next stride
and
“transients” because they typically
intervals
exhibit complex sequences of successive leg contacts that reveal little consistent pattern from run to run (or, often, even
from stride to stride). In practical implementation, the crucial
leg contact information required to detect the onset and termination of each of these phases of a stride may be gleaned directly from the individual leg-strain-based touchdown/configuration sensors [12]. The top half of Fig. 2 shows the relation
between these four phases and leg positions of two tripods generated by the custom Buehler Clock [2].

origin , is a function of the body’s angular velocity and angular acceleration , as well as the translational acceleration of
given by
the origin

(2)
, the fixed position vector of relative to the body, is
where
presumed known a priori. In general, we are interested in the
motion of the body relative to the world; hence, we seek to extract from measurements of the left-hand quantities information
sufficient to derive the right-side unknowns: the COM transla(usually equal to the origin of body
tional acceleration
frame)

III. PARTIAL-STATE MEASUREMENTS OUTPUT
DIRECTLY FROM SENSOR
A. Body Pose From LPS

and the angular acceleration and velocity

A full 6-DOF body pose (COM displacement in lateral
,
, vertical
directions, and body orientation in
fore/aft
, roll
, and yaw
) for a hexapod robot in each
pitch
tripod stance can be obtained from a recently developed novel
leg-strain-based configuration measurement system [12]. This
body pose estimate is computed using a conventional (memoryless) kinematic model generally expressed in the form

Note that the latter three variables appear in a quadratic form;
hence, (2) defines a function that is linear in the six unknowns,
, , and linear in

(1)
or
denotes left/right tripod,
where
denotes the sensory measurements available regarding the configuration of the kinematic chain connecting the robot body to
denotes the vector from COM to hip of
the th toe, and
the th leg. In the case of RHex, with one actuated rotational
DOF associated with each compliant leg,
can be denoted
, where
denotes the th
denotes a
leg position from encoder measurement, , and
memoryless transformation from (data-driven phenomenologto the th leg configuration,
ical) models relating leg strain
detailed in [12].
B. Linear/Angular Acceleration and Angular Velocity From
AIMU With 12-Axis Accelerometer Suite and 3-Axis Gyro
The TIMU consisting of a 3-axis accelerometer installed at
the COM and a 3-axis gyro on the body delivers COM linear ac) and body angular velocity (
) in six
celeration (
independent dimensions. In order to obtain angular acceleration
) as an input to a complete second-order dynamical
data (
model for the rotational state, we propose a general method that
algebraically computes six independent (translational and rotational) acceleration measurements, as well as three independent
angular velocity measurements from a 12-axis accelerometer
suite using the kinematic relationships of rigid body motion, as
follows.
in an inertial “world” frame of a
The acceleration vector
point , rigidly attached to an accelerating “body” frame with

the six distinct second-degree monomials of
formed from
the three unknowns of . In Appendix I-A, we show how to in, thereby establishing
vert the quadratic map from to
that the determination of the nine unknowns in (2) reduces to a
linear computation that we will proceed to detail, at the expense
of requiring three additional measurements beyond the nine intrinsic dimensions of the data.
The proposed accelerometer suite depicted in Fig. 3 yields a
12-dimensional vector of measurements

comprised of four distinct spatial acceleration vectors
(following upon a very simple calibration procedure
from raw accelerometer outputs detailed in Appendix II)
, obtained at the four locations
specified by the position vectors

In each case,
, the measured acceleration vector
is linearly related to the 12 unknowns
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Fig. 3. 12-axis accelerometer suite: measuring 3-axis acceleration in four locations on robot body frame (thick arrows denote the acceleration to be measured).

by a copy of (2), where the role of
is played by
rise to the 12 12 linear system of equations

, giving

Indeed, in practice, numerical exploration suggests that unit
dimensions whose associated cubes lie completely within the
robot’s body cannot be sufficiently accurately resolved spatially
by simple physical measurement to derive adequate advantage
from the improved condition of the resulting structure matrix.
In particular, as we detail in Appendix I-B, the largest volume
tetrahedron inscribed within RHex’s rectangular body yields a
, whose large singular values
very stiff structure matrix
are associated with the translational and rotational acceleration
, and whose (uselessly small) singular values
components of
of
are associated with the rotational velocity components
. Consequently, we rely upon measurements of arising
from a MEMS gyro, retaining only the acceleration components
and ) of the accelerometer suite’s estimate for
(
, namely

(4)
IV. FUSION ALGORITHMS FOR FULL BODY STATE ESTIMATION

(3)
Since is known a priori, the extraction of the desired acceleration and angular velocity data
now hinges upon the rank
.
and numerical condition of the “structure” matrix
,
We observe that the determinant of the 12 12 matrix
, is given by the determinant of the “sensor simplex”
array,

where
. Hence, so long as the
accelerometer suite of Fig. 3 defines a spatial tetrahedron with
nonzero volume (that is, the four accelerometers are in a general position, such that there is no coplanar subset of any three
of them), it provides, in principle, a complete AIMU: a means
of extracting full 6-DOF rigid-body acceleration and 3-DOF angular velocity data, with no recourse to rate gyros at all.
can be
Although the determinant of the structure matrix
shown to reduce to that of the “simplex matrix” , its condition
number (i.e., the ratio of the largest to the smallest eigenvalues
) is a more complicated function
of the symmetric square
of the shape of the tetrahedron (or, equivalently, the frame of
reference) the simplex matrix defines. Not surprisingly, the condition number is invariant to rotations of this tetrahedron around
the COM; hence, the optimal condition occurs when it is placed
symmetrically coincident with the corners of a cube. However,
because the structure matrix combines entries with and without
and
both in the same rows), it
physical scale (length
turns out there is actually a preferred linear dimension of this
cube at which the resulting condition number is optimal. Moreover, since the singular values (functions of the eigenvalues of
) are determined by high-order
the of symmetric square
polynomials (in the entries of the tetrahedron ), there is every
reason to expect that the condition would be very sensitive to the
“shape” and “size” of the tetrahedron and its location relative to
COM.

Tradeoffs between the performance (accuracy, reliability) and
cost (actual dollars, required “real estate,” and ease of use) of a
sensor suite are governed by tightly interrelated issues arising
from geometric, as well as technological, considerations. Once
the sensor is chosen, however, the only possibility for improved
state estimates depends on the choice of estimation model and
algorithm. The design of estimation algorithms for nonlinear dynamical systems has spawned a huge body of literature whose
consideration lies well beyond the scope of this paper. Hence,
we concentrate our efforts on a well-understood and highly regarded standard, the EKF, and devote the remainder of the paper
to a comparison of estimates arising from different dynamical
models that make varying use of the available sensor suite.
As discussed in Section II, we adopt a greatly simplified view
of hexapod jogging by positing a succession of low-dimensional
models presumed to capture the essential features of the robot’s
rigid body dynamics, as determined by an idealized periodic sequence of leg contact conditions. We trigger the succession of
one model by the next using a “hard switch,” a deterministic
predicate over the raw sensory data, and initialize the successor
using an exact copy of the predecessor’s final state. In future
work, we will take a more formal point of view, and seek to
implement theoretically motivated switching procedures based
upon a comparison of the multiple models’ prediction errors,
against which the results of this preliminary inquiry may be
compared.
We are also interested in assessing the relative value of the
two sensing modalities, and will adjust the details of the successive estimation models to accommodate the presence or absence of appropriate subsets of the complete sensorium. We find
it most natural to treat the LPS system, operative only during
intermittent stance phases, as a “drift corrector” for the IMU
sensors that runs continually through aerial, as well as ground
contact, phases. We seek to determine whether one of these two
subsystems is “better” than the other, and whether two operating
together in this manner are better than either one alone.
In this section, we first briefly review the EKF structure
as a means of establishing notational conventions. Models
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and resulting filters for the rotational DOFs are presented in
Section IV-B, and those addressing the translational DOFs in
Section IV-C. Finally, Section IV-D presents our methodology
to compute full body state from each of the two independent
sensing sources alone.

When we introduce angular acceleration inputs from the 12-axis
accelerometer suite to this model, we require an appropriately
“inflated” view of state

A. Notation Associated With the EKF

(8)
For purposes of sensor fusion in all phases of the recurring
gait cycle, our choice of a priori model (5) follows the long
tradition in the inertial guidance literature [15] of constant acceleration, which simply asserts that the position is the integral
of velocity, which is, in turn, the integral of acceleration. Differing sensory feedback structures yield different a posteriori
estimates through the substitution of differing output maps
and , as follows.
1) Fusion of LPS and AIMU: For the aerial and transient
phases with only the AIMU (angular velocity and acceleration)
and measurement maavailable, sensor measurement vector
shown in (6) are
trix

Given a discrete time-invariant plant
with measurement
, where the process noise
and measurement noise
are white with zero means and
and
, an
covariance defined by
EKF incorporates two steps: a time update (a priori estimate)

with

and

(5)

and a measurement update (a posteriori estimate)

with

(6)

where
is the error covariance matrix,
is the so-called
is the sensor measurement (partial
Kalman gain, and
state measured directly from sensors of the kind discussed
in Section III, and to be detailed in the succeeding two suband error
sections). Upon initializing the value of state
, the EKF continuously delivers the “opcovariance matrix
timal” state estimates by consecutively performing these two
updates at each time stamp.
The body pose measurement noise covariance arising from
, along with the linear/angular acceleration
the LPS
noise covariance arising from the 12-axis accelerometer suite
are propagated at nominal points ( and ) of raw
sensor noise (
and
) from empirical measurement
with

or

with
with
where is defined in (1), and and are defined in (4). The
noise covariance of angular velocity from gyro
is directly
measured from sensor noise empirically.
B. A Posteriori Models for Estimation of Rotational State
We find it convenient to adopt the quaternion representation
of rigid body rotations,
(i.e., unit vectors in
), in
,
which case velocities are tangent vectors to the sphere
yielding the complete rotational state representation as
(7)

where
and
are the zero and identity matrices with
. In tripod stance phase with data from the LPS
dimension
as well, sensor measurement available in all 10-element state
yields being exactly the same as the state vector shown in (8),
which results in being identity

The addition of LPS data in the tripod stance phase renders this
version of the EKF observable; the formal interpretation of its
intuitive “drift-killing” effect relative to the nominal (formally
unobservable) version of the EKF endowed with only IMU data
in the prior aerial and transient phases.
2) Fusion of LPS and TIMU: We also fuse the LPS data with
the TIMU in order to evaluate the effect of angular acceleration by comparing the performance of this system with the previous system with extra angular acceleration input in AIMU. In
this case, , in (7), is adopted as the state representation. For
the aerial and transient phases with only the TIMU (angular veand measurelocity) available, sensor measurement vector
shown in (6) are
ment matrix

(9)
In tripod stance phase with data from the LPS, as well, and
yield

where
is the quaternion representation of orientation obtained from the LPS.
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C. A Posteriori Models for Estimation of Translational State
Proceeding with the same naive assumption of constant acceleration, translational motion along three principal axes can be
modeled independently. In contrast to the rotational DOFs, there
is no intrinsic sensory measure of translational velocity, and the
use of body acceleration data must be mediated by the rotational
estimates relative to the inertial frame with appropriate gravity
compensation.
For each translational DOF, we require a 3-D state including
acceleration given by

described in Section IV-A, based upon the naive constant acceleration model already discussed in Section IV-B and C. The
a posteriori model (6) using a sensor measurement projected
appropriately from the components in (7) is exactly the same
as (9). It has long been remarked in the literature that since its
dynamical model is unobservable, the associated KF of this
“IMU only” system does not guarantee better performance than
direct integration. Of course, the naive assumption of white
noise and likely inaccurate initial error covariance matrix add
to the accumulation of error.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
A. Experiment Setup

due to the fact that acceleration is the principal measurement.
The translational state only has two kinds of sensor feedback:
acceleration from IMU and body pose from LPS (for translational state AIMU is equal to TIMU). Similar to the rotational
case, in aerial and transient phases with only IMU available,
as
yields

In tripod stance phase with data from LPS as well,

becomes

D. A Priori and A Posteriori Models for Estimation of Full
Body State From Each Sensor Alone
We finally detail the nature of the models (5) and (6) used
to form full body state estimates for the LPS and IMU sensors,
each in isolation.
1) Body State From LPS: During the tripod stance phase
, the LPS delivers 6-DOF body pose data with respect
to the initial touchdown frame of reference. The stance pose and
velocity (formed by differentiating recent pose data) state estimates at the moment of takeoff are handed off as the initial condition for the subsequent transient phase. In this transient phase,
state estimates arise from a constant velocity model, which replaces the constant acceleration model of the previous phase to
avoid noisy initial conditions associated with doubly differentiated takeoff acceleration data. A ballistic flight model of the
succeeding flight phase is again initialized by the state of the
estimator at the conclusion of the transient phase. Another transient phase, structured in the same way as the first, then precedes
a touchdown event that initiates the next stance phase. These estimates, based on carrying forward the most recent stance phase
data via abstract kinematic models, assuming the absence of any
physical measurements during transient and aerial phases, can
now be compared with those obtained using an EKF to process
supplemental IMU data.
2) Body State From TIMU: Full body state from TIMU can
be directly obtained by double/single integration of raw accelerometer/gyro data, or by using the Kalman filter (KF)/EKF

We have evaluated these estimators using offline data gathered during numerous physical experimental jogging runs
with a version of RHex (25 cm 50 cm 30 cm) pictured
in Fig. 1, incorporating the required sensors, which include
the customized LPS (delivering full 6-DOF body pose) detailed in [12], a 3-axis rate gyro (by three 1-axis MEMS gyro
ADXRS300 from Analog Device, delivering angular velocity),
and a 12-axis accelerometer suite (by eight 2-axis MEMS
accelerometer ADXL210 from Analog Device, delivering
linear/angular acceleration). All three kinds of sensors, leg
pose, gyro, and accelerometer, have turn-on bias calibration
setup implemented in the software. In principle, as we have
discussed in Section III-B and detailed in Appendix I, the
12-axis accelerometer suite can play the role of a complete
AIMU, delivering three components of body state (linear and
angular acceleration, as well as angular velocity) without the
need for a gyro as long as the “sensor simplex” satisfies the
volume property introduced in Section III-B. While RHex’s
dimensions permit a sensor arrangement that formally satisfies
this requirement, we detail in Appendix I-B how the robot’s
relatively small body constrains the numerical conditioning of
the resulting regression problem severely enough to preclude
the use of angular velocity estimates so derived. Consequently,
we find it essential to use the rate gyro data included in the
IMU package.
To assess performance improvements resulting from the fusion of leg pose and IMU data, we have run RHex under the
Ground Truth Measurement System (GTMS), the independent
visual GTMS detailed in [12] and [24]. This yields another set
of 12-DOF body state (6 DOFs from position measurement and
6 DOFs from their derivatives) for comparison. We quantify performance by presenting the standard root mean squared (rms)
error given by

where represents the state from GTMS, denotes the same
is the length of the
state from output of the algorithm, and
data.
The common sensor data for all models and associated GTMS
output is recorded over the course of 2-m-long experimental
runs and then processed offline to assess model performance.
We observed neither saturation nor even noticeable changes in
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complementary strengths and weaknesses are nicely exploited
by the fused algorithm in which the LPS acts as a “recalibration” mechanism during the tripod stance phase to kill the drift
in the IMU computation, yielding the significant improvement
of the orientation estimates. Moreover, with the contribution of
additional angular acceleration data,5 fusion system further improves the performance of velocity estimates.6
C. Performance Evaluation of Translational State

acceleration magnitude due to leg impacts (at our 1-kHz sampling rate), which we attribute to energy absorption by the compliant legs and rubber feet. RHex’s relatively constrained kinematics precludes the exercise of its yaw DOF, barring intentional
excitation of slipping motion on particular toes, such as would
be required for turning. In consequence, we perform straightline experimental runs on flat terrain, because turns are difficult to execute repeatably under the current open-loop gait
controller. This simplified evaluation protocol avoids the need
for another (complex and necessarily empirical) model that describes turning. Similarly, since we are only concerned with
stable gaits in this paper, we analyze data gathered only during
steady-state conditions, following the transient from standstill
to exclude irregular model switching sequences and the attendant model errors that would not be captured well within the
EKF’s Gaussian noise framework. Table I summarizes RHex’s
absolute and relative phase timing measured at 1 KHz averaged
over 10 experimental runs, providing a feel for how quickly the
phases switch and how many data points are available in each
phase. Individual leg strain measurements are used to estimate
the constituent leg touchdown and liftoff times. The small variation of total time in one complete stride demonstrates the overall
reliability of the steady-state stride excited by the Buehler clock
[2], whereas the larger relative variations of each phase suggest
the imperfections in the gait stability that result from this feedforward control scheme.
B. Performance Evaluation of Rotational State
Table II presents the rms difference (mean and standard deviation from 10 experimental runs) between the GTMS output and
each of four alternative algorithms (filtering only the LPS data,
only the TIMU, or fusion of data from both the LPS and TIMU
or AIMU) for all six rotational states, including body orientation
in pitch
, roll
, yaw
, and their derivatives (
).
The LPS alone offers good orientation estimation in the tripod
stance phase [12]. However, its performance in overall jogging
locomotion is poor due to the absence of output throughout the
remaining three phases, where state estimates are simply predictions from a very imperfect model applied to those estimated
at takeoff. This distinction is evident in Fig. 4, a plot of the four
traces (those of the GTMS and the three algorithms) over one
stride of one of the runs. The LPS-based estimates match well
, but do fail to track in the
the GTMS data during stance
remaining phases. In contrast, the TIMU alone exhibits good angular velocity estimates, but suffers the expected drift in angular
position accuracy in consequence of blind integration. These

Table III presents the rms difference (mean and standard deviation from 10 experimental runs) between the GTMS output
and the same three alternative algorithms (filtering only the LPS
data, only the TIMU, and fusion of the LPS and IMU measurements)7 for all 6-DOF translational body states, including
, fore/aft
, vertical
COM displacement in lateral
directions, and their derivatives (
). Fig. 5 plots COM
displacement estimates produced by each algorithm and GTMS
(dot) for one of the typical experimental runs. Estimates produced by filtering only the LPS data (dash-dotted line) exhibit
performance that is good in displacement, but poor in velocity,
due to the noise-amplifying differentiation it entails. Though
performance of velocity estimation by IMU only in Table III
seems to be similar to that by LPS in consequence of integration error, Fig. 5 does reveal good tracking ability in the velocity
state from IMU (slope or high-frequency components in plot,
especially noticeable in in Fig. 5). This further suggests that
with proper “recalibration” to kill the integration error, the IMU
will deliver better velocity estimation. Thus, the dramatically
different strengths of these two sensors provide the underlying
motivation for fusing sensor data in the first place, with the anticipated improvements in performance.8
VI. CONCLUSION
We have developed a hybrid full 12-DOF body state estimator
for a hexapod robot executing a steady jogging gait with a significant aerial phase. The estimator is presently implemented
offline on data collected by a low-cost MEMS-based IMU and a
novel leg-strain-based body pose estimator installed on a copy
of the robot RHex [2]. The proper fusion of these data yield
state estimates that agree with measurements taken by an offboard GTMS (up to its noise floor), whereas, in contrast, neither sensing modality yields comparable accuracy when used in
isolation. The associated computational costs are not excessive,
and the algorithm is now ready for online implementation on
RHex in conjunction with more aggressive state-based feedback
controllers [11], [26]. The sensor suite is quite generic, and we
5More detailed comparisons of results formed using angular acceleration data
from the AIMU against results using angular velocity from gyro only can be
found in [25].
6Although there is no algorithmic obstacle to fusing yaw data, RHex kinematics precludes yaw output from the LPS, so the fused filter actually produces
yaw and yaw velocity estimates directly from the AIMU.
7Recall that the AIMU differs from the TIMU by incorporating extra angular
acceleration data, whereas for the translational state, these two systems are the
same.
8Instead of the constant acceleration model, in the aerial phase, we also
evaluate the performance of a physical-based ballistic model which, expectably,
results in similar performance. This further confirms correct calibration and
gravity compensation of accelerometers, since measurement of acceleration
should show “ballistic flight” in the aerial phase [25].
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TABLE II
RMS ERROR OF ROTATIONAL BODY STATE ESTIMATION ACCORDING TO LPS ALONE, TIMU ALONE, AND FUSION ALGORITHM
(LPS PLUS TIMU OR AIMU) DETAILED IN SECTION IV-D AND SECTION IV-B

Fig. 4. Body orientation (pitch ( ), roll ( ), and yaw ( )) measured by GTMS (dot), LPS (a, dash-dotted line), TIMU with EKF (b, dashed line), and fusion (D,
solid line, AIMU with LPS feedback during tripod stance phase) according to Table II. RHex’s kinematic constraints preclude yaw motion readings in the LPS, so
the yaw chart presents no dash-dotted line, and in the fusion algorithm, estimates for this DOF are directly adopted from the AIMU measurements. The interval
jT j denotes tripod stance phase as determined by the leg-strain-based touchdown/configuration sensor [12].

are proceeding with an implementation of this algorithm upon
other legged running machines, as well.
Our results corroborate the notion that two distinct sensory
modalities with complementary strengths and weaknesses
should yield better state estimates in combination than either
can deliver alone. The LPS cannot function in flight, but delivers reliable position information during stance, when the
legs do not slip. However, velocity data can only be derived
from numerical differentiation, which is bound to inject noise.
In contrast, the IMU operates continually through flight and
stance, and offers reliable velocity information, so long as
the gyros do not saturate. However, position data can only be
derived from numerical integration, and an increasing drift
arising from integration error is likely. For both translational
and rotational states, performance is significantly increased
when both sensor modalities are fused appropriately.
Using the “grounded” LPS to complement drifting
IMU-based estimates of pitch and roll, and to correct COM
vertical displacement estimates, provides a “recalibration”
in stance that insures bounded estimation errors in the final
outputs. IMU integration drift in the remaining state components can also be mitigated over short distances by this
leg-based “recalibration,” but slipping toes will eventually

degrade absolute horizontal displacement estimates, in analogy
to the well-known problems of odometry in wheeled vehicles
[12]. To kill drift over longer ranges, we would require such
modalities as a GPS (for COM lateral and fore/aft motion)
with a magnetometer (for yaw motion) or a vision system for
absolute localization.
Endowed with the fusion algorithm we have described, we
believe that the combined LPS and AIMU provide a ready platform for “slow” (i.e., stride-to-stride level) real-time feedback
control of steady-state gait parameters, and our near-term plans
are to begin experimental work of this kind. Before these sensors can provide state estimates suitable for “fast” (within stride)
control of badly perturbed transient body states, there are two
additional improvements that seem essential. First, we will need
to develop more physically realistic dynamical models of the
transient states, a simple example being the spring-loaded inverted pendulum model for the tripod stance phase [27]. We are
convinced there is a need for still more complex combinations of
physically motivated ground-contact models during the touchdown and liftoff transient phases to improve state estimation and
reduce transience in each phase. Second, we require further algorithmic means of triggering the hybrid dynamics switching
protocols that were effected in this paper only by reference to
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TABLE III
RMS ERROR OF TRANSLATIONAL BODY STATE ESTIMATION ACCORDING TO LPS ALONE, IMU ALONE, AND
FUSION ALGORITHM DETAILED IN SECTION IV-D AND SECTION IV-C

Fig. 5. Translational COM displacement [lateral (r ), fore/aft (r ), and vertical (r )] measured by GTMS (dot), LPS (a, dash-dotted line), IMU with KF (b,
dashed line), and fusion algorithm (D, solid line) according to Table III. The interval jT j denotes tripod stance phase determined by the leg-strain-based touchdown/
configuration sensor [12].

the LPS’s cues. We believe that the interacting multiple model
approach [28] holds significant promise in this context.
APPENDIX I
ANALYSIS OF A 12-AXIS ACCELEROMETER SUITE
A. Angular Velocity From 12-Axis Accelerometer Suite
The process to obtain an invertible mapping for this quadratic
to cannot be solved kinematically by the
system from
six available equations alone, since there exists at least one sign
ambiguity for the unknowns. However, this is feasible, given the
initial condition along with the availability of angular acceleration derived from the other six equations in the same 12-axis accelerometer suite. Without loss of generality, assuming at time
the state of angular acceleration and angular velocity are availis as folable, the procedure to solve angular velocity at
lows. First, derive “estimated” angular velocity by angular velocity and angular acceleration at using a constant acceleration model. Second, adopt the sign of this estimated angular
velocity as the correct sign identification for angular velocity at
. Finally, choose three scalar components from solved
,
either
or
, where
,
, to solve
, or combine both to construct a complete
angular velocity
and solve the “fused”
square
angular velocity.

B. Structure Matrix
Without loss of generality, consider the shape of the robot
body as a “rectangular prism” and the availability of space inside it. Numerical exploration reveals the condition number of
is minimized when four 3-axis acthe structure matrix
celerometer packages occupy four of eight corners of this prism
with specific and equal distances, as well as when the geometrical center of the prism coincides with the COM, as shown in
Fig. 6.
The “best” condition number can be achieved in RHex’s body
size (25 cm 50 cm 15 cm) is 13.33. However, the practical implementation of the accelerometer suite within the limited available space left in RHex, as well as having been designed to RHex
to keep COM low (does not matching geometrical center) for
stability, yields the high condition number of 41 in the current
setup. From singular value decomposition of the structure ma, we observe that the subspaces spanned by small sintrix
gular values are those that effectively span the last four elements
in (3), resulting in deteriorating the
on unknown vector
estimation of angular velocity. Therefore, we adopt the gyro’s
.
output as the only data source of angular velocity
C. Short Discussion
Since in current practical implementation, we need the extra
3-axis gyro to provide angular velocity data due to an ill-struc-
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Fig. 7. Left: sketch of misalignment between accelerometer measuring directions ( ;  ;  ) and principal axes. Right: sketch of acceleration measure
along z by a misaligned accelerometer  .

Fig. 6. Ideal locations of four 3-axis accelerometer suites with respect to the
COM.

tured matrix, we attempt an alternate method of applying 6-axis
accelerometer suite data and 3-axis gyro data into the right-hand
side of rearranged dynamic equation (2)

and to solve linear and angular acceleration on the left-hand side
, where
by constructing a new 6 6 “structure” matrix
and operate the matrix inverse. This new
is only nonsingular if the 6-axis accelstructure matrix
eration is measured from at least three locations. However, this
indicates that the coupled calibration detailed in Appendix II,
used to compensate the misaligned installation error, is not feasible unless all locations have 3-axis acceleration measures (at
least 9-axis total). In this situation, we prefer to install yet another 3-axis acceleration measure (12 total) to let the computation of linear/angular acceleration remain independent of gyro
measurement. We can now treat angular acceleration and angular velocity as two independent sensing data to incorporate
into the EKF, detailed in Section IV-A.
APPENDIX II
COUPLED CALIBRATION
Theoretically, acceleration along a specific direction (usually
the principal axis of the body frame; ex: ) can be obtained
installed on the body frame
by a 1-axis accelerometer
with known body orientation (
), as shown in Fig. 7,
left. From the reverse point of view, the sensor reading
depends on body orientation and acceleration of that specific
direction only (ex: ). However, in practical implementation,
the misalignment between desired and measured directions
to be
due to installation error causes the sensor reading
dependent on the acceleration along all three principal axes
.
shown in Fig. 7, left:
For this reason, in the general case, a 3-DOF acceleration
for a single acceleration
reading is required
along a specific direction (ex: ). If only one accelerometer measurement is applied, the acceleration measurement

in the specified direction will be contaminated by the acceleration in the remaining two directions. This practical
concern motivates us to use a 3-axis accelerometer suite as
the basic unit for acceleration measurement, which allows us
to construct a 3-DOF coupled mapping from sensor space to
orthogonal acceleration space along three principal axes
with known body orientation, expressed in the general form
.
is measured
Considering the case that acceleration
by only one misaligned 1-axis accelerometer
pointing
shown in Fig. 7, right,
is given by
the percentage error (%) of measuring
. In the case of
,
(only 5 misalignment)
(acceleration has the same range along with
and
three orthogonal components), the percentage error is 11.9%.
The error will increase greatly when the range of acceleration
due to motion is much less than that due to gravity. For ex,
(the same, only 5 misalignment)
ample, if
(assume gravity is along the direction of
and
and the range of acceleration due to motion is only 20% of
gravity), then the percentage error goes up to 36.5%.
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